Dante:

Per our conversation -- The URS Team has indicated that Sections 1 thru 5 can be delivered by March 30th -- Let me know if you want us to go this tact/direction of an Interim Deliverable -- Bear in mind the following:

- The Interim Deliverable sections 1 thru 5 could change slightly depending on the final work product in later sections (I do not think their will be any substitutive changes yet needed to put that disclaimer/qualifiers out there.)
- By going this route it could possibly delay the final Work Product - Complete FS by 2-3 weeks -- Yet some earlier review will have taken place so - that time delay might be gained by your side - in light of entire schedule (??)
- Final date for entire FS deliverable (Date that will be in Formal Extension Request) will be determined next week after we know if the Interim Deliverable is a go or not --

Should you select to go this route -- Lets you and I discuss tomorrow -- And then perhaps late afternoon have Teleconference with Jude and John --

Again, I am not trying to push this schedule (Interim Deliverable) down your throat -- I am simply trying to light a Fire under my consultants and help them gain a sense of Urgency -- No matter what way we go --I think we have sent that message --

Talk tomorrow.
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